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NEWSLETTER 

It has been another wonderful 

and busy week here at SHPPS 

with so many highlights.  

Today’s Swimming Galas were 

extremely special events and 

our children swam superbly 

and thoroughly enjoyed their 

trip to Shrewsbury House 

School.  We were very proud of 

them.   

The week doesn’t end here as 

we are looking forward to our 

School Summer Fete 

tomorrow, one of the 

highlights of the school year.  

Thank you to everyone who 

has been involved in organising 

tomorrow’s event, I am sure it 

will be a huge success and it 

seems the weather is set fair! 

I look forward to seeing you 

tomorrow. 

Jon Akhurst 

Head 
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NURSERY 

Nursery had a wonderful time strawberry picking at Garson’s Farm. 

The children were very excited to be travelling by Shrewsbury House Trust minibuses and busily chatted about 

their journey and whether we would be passing their house. Felix was very observant and noticed the traffic 

lights remarking how “they are like the traffic light rolls we made in cooking with tomato, carrot and cucumber.” 

We discovered that it is not just strawberries that can be picked at Garson’s but a whole variety of other fruit 

and vegetables. The minibuses drove us past a wide variety of crops, so we could see them growing, including 

potatoes, raspberries, cabbages and sugar snap peas. 

The children were careful to pick the ripest, reddest strawberries and discovered that they are green when they 

are not yet ripe. Over ripe strawberries were also avoided and it was great fun to see how many strawberries 

could fit into the punnet.  

 

The  Nursery Team 
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RECEPTION 

Fires and bears!  Beware!   

The children have pretended to be camping, roasting marshmallows 
and scaring off bears!  The children have written songs for the camp 
fire, using musical instruments to enhance the tune and create a 
beat.  A delicious hot chocolate awaited our happy campers as they 
pretended to curl up in their sleeping bags and turn in for the 
night.  We spoke about different ways to start a fire.  “You could use 
matches.  Do you think you could trust us with matches to make a 
fire today please?” Arthur.  “What about two sticks!  We can rub those 
together”  Thomas.  “The tinder is the soft, dry grass and the fuel is the 
sticks” Oscar.  “Ignite means to light the fire” Rufus.  We then made 
shadow puppets and tested these in the tent!  Isaac and Taran had lots of 
giggles identifying each other’s characters. The children then decided to 
turn our classroom into a Reception fete!  A sweet, cake and ice-cream 
shop was created where the children  used coins to buy food.  “Four one 
pounds and a fifty is £4.50”  Joe.  Benji and Taran worked as a team to 
create bunting to decorate the event.   

We cannot wait to go to the whole school fete on Saturday!   

  

The Reception Team 
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YEAR 1 YEAR 1 

Rain, rain,  go away!  

It’s been really wet in Year 1 this week and not 
just because of the rain outside. We have been 
investigating capacity in maths and discovered 
that the shape of the container can be quite 
deceiving when deciding which will hold the 
most or the least amount of water.  We found 
lots of different containers in our pirate chest 
and had to sort them into order and then 
measure, to see which might hold the most 
treasure.  We looked at some different materials 
to find out which would float and sink.  We also 
looked at shapes that were good at floating 
ready to design our own pirate ships. Our 
designs are quite spectacular! We are looking 
forward to seeing who can build the sturdiest 
ship.   

Our week was topped off by getting very wet and 
displaying fantastic swimming on Friday 
afternoon. 

Well done Year 1! 

 

The Year 1 Team 
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YEAR 2 

Year 2 had the most amazing time at the Rural Life Centre on 
Wednesday to round off our World War II topic. We were greeted 
by Maurice who welcomed us to the centre, reminding our 
evacuee children to be on the alert for unexploded bombs. It was 
very exciting! We took part in so many different workshops and 
learnt lots more about the war. Maurice was a child in the war 
and talked to us about wearing gas masks and how food was 
rationed.  We were dismayed at how few sweets wartime 
children had to eat!  

We then went to a 1930s countryside school room for a lesson on 
letter writing,  using pen and ink.  We discovered how strict the 
teachers were in those days and how they were able to use the 
cane if necessary!   We then learnt about how to “make do and 
mend” and tried our hands at darning some socks. 

We had an amazing day! 

 

 

The Year 2 Team 
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SPPA News... 

Congratulations to Jono!   His beautiful design won the Summer 

Fete Poster competition and will be  featured on the front of the 

Summer Fete brochure. 

We look forward to seeing many of you at the Fete tomorrow.  

Doors open at 12 so don’t be late! 

We will be setting up from 9am and any help would be very 

much appreciated, even for an hour. 

We are still a little low on  donations for the cake sale, so  any 

and all contributions would be fantastic!  Please bring these to 

the Pavilion when you arrive.  

COMPETITIONS 

Please ensure all cakes and bakes are on site by 11.30am so that 

they can be judged.  Childrens’ artwork can be brought with you 

and taken directly to the competition tent.   

SUMMER PARTY 

Last call to get your forms in !  We are going to have a lovely evening and it’s a great opportunity to celebrate 

the end of the year with your classes and friends. 

See you all there! 

 

Judy Mackintosh 

 

It was lovely to see some of 

our Old Boys back today!  

They assisted in a new video 

which was being shot for the 

Trust.  They really enjoyed re-

living their time at SHPPS and 

having exclusive use of the  

Year 2 climbing frame! 

 

Jon Akhurst 

 

 

Old Boys... 
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IN OTHER NEWS...Quote of the Week! 

If you aren’t already following us on 
Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and 
we regularly update the account with 
news on the exciting activities in which 
the children are taking part. 

Follow us on Twitter... 

Quote of the Week 

 

Quote of the week  

“I won’t forget you because I’m sending 

my children to this school too.” 

Taran 

RNW 

(...discussing his departure from Reception 

and future plans with Miss Whitfield) 
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YEAR 1  And finally...some other lovely moments from our week... 
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YEAR 1  (...and a few more.) 


